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Crossover between ordinary and normal transitions in the presence of a bulk field
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We investigate two-dimensional Ising films at the critical temperatureTc and nonzero bulk magnetic fieldh
using the density-matrix renormalization-group method. The crossover beween ordinary (h150) and normal
(h15`) transitions corresponding to finite values of the surface fieldsh15h2, is studied. The structure and the
solvation forcef solv as a function ofh, crucially depend on the value ofh1. Scaling functions forf solv and the
longitudinal correlation length are given and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Ising film of a finite widthL with fieldsh1 ,h2 acting
on two surfaces, serves as an idealized representation
fluid in a slitlike pore or between two large colloidal pa
ticles; the local surface fields model the substrate-fluid in
actions, which give rise to adsorption phenomena. Studie
these model systems provide theoretical input for und
standing adsorption experiments in porous materials or fin
divided colloidal graphite and for interpreting surface for
apparatus or atomic force microscope@1# measurements o
the liquid mediated forces~solvation forces! between two
substrates separated by microscopic distances. Properti
the solvation forcef solv are also relevant for the behavior o
colloids, in particular, for the form of the equation of sta
sincef solv contributes to effective interactions between lar
colloidal particles immersed in a fluid. The strength, ran
and the structure of the solvation force depend on the t
modynamic state of a system (T,m) but also on the adsorp
tion properties of confining substrates, i.e., on the value oh1

andh2 in the model system.
In this paper we focus on the case of identical wallsh1

5h2.0 and investigate the behavior of near-critical Isi
films for differenth1. Near the bulk criticality of a fluid, the
dependence of various physical quantities onh1 is especially
pronounced since the bulk correlation length becomes m
roscopically large and the effect of walls extends into
whole system. The leading critical behavior of a system
the presence of a surface, is classified into four differ
surface universality classes depending on whether the or
ing at the surface is enhanced or de-enhanced compare
the bulk @2,3#. The most relevant for fluids in contact wit
adsorbing walls is the normal transition when the exter
field h1 breaks the symmetry at the surface, inducing ord
ing in the surface layer. The corresponding fixed point of
renormalization-group transformation is related toh15`
and to the surface enhancement of the interactionc5` @3#.
In the real confined fluids, the distance between the confin
substrates is often too small to observe the leading crit
behavior and the properties of a system at the finiteh1, i.e.,
in the crossover between the normal and the ordinaryh1
50, c5` fixed points, become relevant. The above cro
over was studied in the two-dimensional (d52) Ising films
1063-651X/2001/64~2!/026123~7!/$20.00 64 0261
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of the finite widthL at the bulk critical pointT5Tc , and the
bulk magnetic fieldh50 @4#. A peculiar behavior of the sol-
vation force was found for weakly adsorbing walls: the sc
ing function for u f solv(h1)u exhibits a deep minimum nea
L5h1

2n/D associated with unusual order parameter~OP! pro-
files that increase from the walls;n and D1 are the critical
indices@3#.

Whereas the mechanism leading to the OP profiles o
shape so different from ones corresponding to fixed po
h150 andh15`, can be explained heuristically on the bas
of the behavior of correlations in the near-surface region@5#,
it is not immediately obvious why at the bulk critical poin
f solv should be less attractive for weakh1.

In order to better understand the structure of the solva
force in the crossover region, we ask the question how d
the density of the confined fluid affectf solv and other quan-
tities for finite h1. The case of the vanishingh studied in
Ref. @4# corresponds to a fluidat the critical density. Here we
are interested in a situation more relevant for experime
i.e., when the density slightly deviates from its critical valu
In the Ising system this situation corresponds touhu,1. Re-
cent studies show that in the case of strongly adsorbing w
(h15`) the presence of even a very weak negative b
field may lead to pronounced effects nearTc , such as a
dramatic change of the adsorption~critical depletion! @6,7# or
a significant increase ofu f solvu @8#. The latter effect is related
to the phase behavior of the confined fluid belowTc . Capil-
lary condensation, i.e., the shift of the bulk first-order tra
sition, which occurs belowTc , influences the behavior o
f solv at T5Tc , leading to the very attractive force awa
from h50 @9#. It then follows that more information abou
the structure of the solvation force in the crossover reg
can be infered from the study of its behavior as a function
h for different values ofh1 between 0 and̀ . Thanks to the
recently developed density-matrix renormalization-gro
~DMRG! method, such systematic studies atT5Tc , are pos-
sible in d52. DMRG is an approximate technique based
the transfer-matrix approach@10#. The accuracy of this
method atT5Tc , h50 and different surface fieldsh1 be-
tween 0 and 10, was tested in Ref.@4# by comparison with
the results obtained using the exact diagonalization of
transfer matrix. The agreement of calculated quantities s
as f solv or magnetization profiles was remarkable. The sa
©2001 The American Physical Society23-1
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method was then succesfully applied to study the effec
the bulk field at fixed pointsT5Tc , h150 ~ordinary transi-
tion!, andh15` ~normal transition! @8#. The present pape
completes the study of criticald52 Ising films with arbitrary
bulk and surface fields. The paper is organized as follo
Section II defines the model, Sec. III briefly describes
technique and presents our results. Section IV summar
our conclusions.

II. THE MODEL

We consider thed52 Ising film defined on the squar
latticeL3M , M→`. The lattice consists ofL rows at spac-
ing a[1, so that the width of the film isLa5L. At each site,
labeled i , j , . . . , there is an Ising spin variable taking th
value s i561. We assume nearest-neighbor interactions
strengthJ and a Hamiltonian of the form

H52FJ (
, i , j .

s is j2H(
i

s i2H1(
i

(1)

s i2H2(
i

(L)

s i G ,

~1!

where the first sum runs over all nearest-neighbor pairs
sites, while the last two sums run, respectively, over the fi
and the Lth row. H5hJ is the bulk magnetic field,H1
5h1J and H25h2J are surface fields corresponding to d
rect, short-range~‘‘contact’’ ! interactions between the wall
and the spins in the film. We assume thath15h2.0.

Scaling fields describing the deviation from the bulk cri
cality aret[(T2Tc)/Tc and h. The presence of a wall in
troduces an additional field: the surface fieldh1. The length
scales related to the above scaling fields arel t5A tt

2n, l h

5Ahh2n/D, and l 15Ah1
h1

2n/D1, where the critical indices

D515/8,n51, and D151/2 in the d52 Ising model. At
vanishing bulk magnetic field the bulk correlation lengthjb
reduces tol t , whereas at the critical temperature,jb reduces
to l h . The remaining length scalel 1 describes the distanc
from the wall up to which the system responds linearly to
weak surface fieldh1 near bulk criticality. Although at the
critical point the system no longer responds linearly to
external field, the boundary layer remains paramagnetic
h1→0. This is due to the missing neighbors, which cause
effective interaction per spin at the boundary layer wea
than in the bulk. The paramagnetic phase at the bound
layer does not abruptly change into the critical system in
subsequent layers, but rather extends smoothly to the
tance; l 1 from the wall @4#.

III. DENSITY-MATRIX RENORMALIZATION-GROUP
RESULTS

The DMRG method, originally introduced to study qua
tum spin chains@10#, provides an efficient algorithm to con
struct the effective transfer matrix also for larged52 clas-
sical systems@11#. Applying this technique one deals wit
spin variables and effective blocks describing collections
spins@12#. The linear dimension of the total effective transf
matrix is 4m2. In the present case we found that the value
02612
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states kept in a blockm540 is sufficient to guarantee a ver
high accuracy of results.

As in Ref. @8# we have used the finite-system version
the DMRG algorithm designed to perform accurate stud
for finite-size systems@10,13#. In order to improve results
one performs here more DMRG iterations keeping the s
tem size fixed, whereas the number of spins included in
fective blocks is changed. The procedure is time consum
but fortunately, in our case, only one cycle of iteratio
~called a sweep! is sufficient to get practically saturated re
sults.

Calculations were performed for films of widthL equal to
100, 150, and 200 atTc . In the transfer-matrix approach th
leading eigenvaluelL of the transfer matrixTL,

TLuvL&5lLuvL&, ~2!

gives the free energy per spin of an Ising film as

b f ~L !52
1

L
ln lL . ~3!

In the DMRG method, the leading eigenvalue of theeffective
transfer matrix is calculated numerically. At a fixed surfa
field h1, ranging from 1027 to 10, we calculate various
physical quantities for the bulk magnetic fielduhu,1.

A. Solvation force

In order to find the solvation force atT5Tc , we first
calculate the excess free energy per unit areaf ex(L)
[„f (L)2 f b…L, wheref b is the bulk free energy per spin.f b
is known exactly for the 2D Ising model atT5Tc and zero
bulk field @14#, and its numerical value is approximate
equal tof b>22.109 6511. For a nonzero bulk field we ha
to evaluate it numerically. At this point it is worth making
digression about the accuracy of the results. For the b
system, when we reach the critical point along the isote
T5Tc , the correlation length grows asj5A hh2n/D and di-
verges at the critical point. In order to set the bulk free e
ergy per spin at a certain value ofh from the numerical
calculations, we find the values of the free energy for
finite systems~strips! with larger and larger widthsL and
extrapolate them forL→` using the Bulirsch and Stoe
method. An extrapolation guaranties a high accuracy of
bulk free energy, if the ratio between the width of the larg
strip Lmax and the correlation length is much greater than
the smallerLmax/j is the less accurate are the extrapola
values. Of course, generally the lowest accuracy of the b
free energy gives the worst accuracy of the solvation fo
~see below!. As a compromise between the accuracy a
time of calculations,Lmax5300 was chosen in our case. T
get better results for smallh, wherej@L and the extrapola-
tion is poor, we decided to use the approximate form
f b(h)5 f b(h50)20.9399/(1/d11)uhu1/d11, based on the
following dependencemb(h);sgn(h)uhu1/d at T5Tc ~for
more details see Ref.@8#!, whered515 in the d52 Ising
model. On the basis of the analysis of the results, we h
chosenuhu50.000 055 as the border value of the bulk fie
where which the approximate formula is used belo
3-2
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CROSSOVER BETWEEN ORDINARY AND NORMAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 026123
whereas above, the extrapolation of the DMRG results
done. In spite of some deviations, both curves coincide
isfactorily.

The solvation force for our system is defined as

f solv52~] f ex/]L !h,T . ~4!

In our calculations we approximate the derivative in Eq.~4!
by a finite difference

f solv52~1/2!@ f ex~L012!2 f ex~L0!#. ~5!

From the general theory of critical finite-size scaling@15# it
follows that the solvation force for identical surface fiel
should take the following scaling form

f solv /kBTc5L2dF~L/ l t ,L/ l h ,L/ l 1!, ~6!

whereF is a universal scaling function. At fixed pointst
50, h50, andh150, or h15` the leading-order decay o
the solvation force forL→` is algebraic since the scalin
function reduces to F(0,0,0)5A0kBTc or F(0,0,̀ )
5A`kBTc . A0 andA` are the universal, so-called, Casim
amplitudes. For thed52 Ising model,A`5A052p/48.

In order to study the crossover region att50, we ignore
nonuniversal metric factors and calculateL2df solv /kBTc as a
function of

y[sgn~h!Luhun/D ~7!

at several fixed values ofx:

x[Luh1un/D1. ~8!

The obtained scaling functionF(0,y,x) is presented in Fig.
1, for x50, 0.02, 0.25, 1, 5, and 20 000. The functio
F(0,y,0) andF(0,y,20 000), corresponding to ordinary an
normal fixed points, respectively, were obtained in Ref.@8#.
The shape of these functions differ very much from ea
other:F(0,y,0) has two shallow symmetric minima—one lo
cated at somehmin.0 and the second at2hmin , whereas
F(0,y,20 000) has a single deep minimum. At the minimu
the absolute value ofF(0,y,0)/kBTc is approximately 3.8
times the Casimir amplitudeA0, while the absolute value o
F(0,y,20 000)/kBTc is nearly 100 timesA` . These distinct
properties of the solvation force atT5Tc reflect different
phase behavior belowTc . Although for bulkd52 systems,
there can be no true phase coexistence for finiteL, there is
still a line of sharp~very weakly rounded! first-order transi-
tions in the Ising film ending in the pseudocritical poi
@16,17#.

In films with free boundaries, the Ising symmetry requir
two-phase coexistence to be ath50. Therefore, the sign o
the applied bulk field is not relevant for the behavior of t
system and two symmetric minima of the scaling functi
F(0,y,0) occur when a dominant length in the system aT
5Tc , l h becomes comparable withL.

In films with surface fieldsh15h2.0, the symmetry is
broken and the entire phase boundary in the (T,h) plane
@capillary condensation linehco(T)# is displaced into the
half-planeh,0 @9,16,18#. Capillary condensation ends at th
02612
is
t-

h

,

s

~capillary! critical point (hcL ,TcL), whereTcL(h1) lies be-
low Tc , nevertheless it strongly influences the behavior
the solvation force atTc , a discontinuous jump off solv from
almost zero to some large negative value, on crossing
coexistence linehco(T), transforms atT5Tc into a single
deep minimum located at somehmin,0 @9,19#.

Other curves in Fig. 1 show how the asymmetric behav
of the scaling functionF(0,y,x) sets in whenh1 increases
from zero. For weakh1, there are still two minima. As the
surface field becomes stronger, the minimum located at
positive value ofh becomes more shallow and shifts towar
h50. At the same time the minimum located at the negat
value ofh becomes deeper and shifts away fromh50. The
shape of the scaling function changes in such a way that
absolute value ofF(0,y,x) at h50 decreases with the
growth of x until x'1, i.e., until the minimum aty.0 dis-
appears. A further increase ofx leads to the increase o
F(0,0,x). The maximum ofF(0,0,x) occurs forx'1, i.e.,
for L; l 1 @see Eq.~8!#.

For stronger surface fields, i.e.,x.1, F(0,y,x)'0 for y
.0 at fixedx and decreases rapidly to a single deep mi

FIG. 1. Scaling functions of the solvation forceF(0,y,x) calcu-
lated ind52 Ising films of several widthsL5100, 150, and 200 a
T5Tc and fixed values of surface fieldsh15hL ~fixed x). The inset
shows the nontrivial behavior of the scaling function in t
neighborhood ofy50. Scaling functions and scaling variable
are dimensionless.
3-3
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A. MACIOŁEK, A. DRZEWIŃSKI, AND A. CIACH PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 026123
mum at the negative value ofy. For small negative values o
y, this rapid decrease is linear inh indicating residual con-
densation@9#.

B. Magnetization profiles and the adsorption

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the shape of
magnetization profiles att50, h50 and weak surface field
differs very much from the shape assumed at the fixed p
y5`. The OP profile, corresponding to the normal tran
tion, decreases monotonically towards the center of the fi
whereas for weakh1, the maximum order is shifted awa
from the wall to the distance; l 1. For surface fields such
that 1, l 1,L, magnetization profiles att50, h50 have
two symmetric maxima. They merge into one, broad ma
mum located at the middle of the film forl 1;L. For l 1.L
the profiles are nearly flat with the magnetization mu
lower near the walls than in the central part of a system.

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the most nontrivi

FIG. 2. Magnetization profiles calculated in thed52 Ising film
of the width L5100 at T5Tc and fixed values of surface field
h15hL such thatx5Lh1

n/D155. Different curves correspond to dif
ferent values of the bulk magnetic field: from the top profile
the bottom one:~a! h50.0055, 0.0009, 0.0,20.0003,20.000 55,
20.000 88, and20.0013;~b! h520.001 08,20.0014,20.0036,
and 20.018. z is in units of the lattice constant, magnetizetion
dimensionless,h is in units of coupling constantJ.
02612
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types of profiles~with two maxima! as a function of the
magnetic field. Profiles are calculated forL5100 at fixedt
50 andx55. It is seen that for weak positiveh as well as
for sufficiently negativeh, the profiles are nearly flat excep
near the walls. They become distinctly nonuniform forh
from the neighborhood of the minimum of the solvatio
force. To make the relation between the minimum off solv(h)
and the nonuniformity of corresponding profiles more qua
titative, we define the nonuniformity parameter as

D[
1

L22l 1
E

l 1

L2 l 1
dzUdm

dzU. ~9!

The discrete version ofD is given by

D[
1

L22l 1
(
l 1

L2 l 1

um~z!2m~z21!u, ~10!

wherem(z) is the average magnetization^s i& at the perpen-
dicular distancez5 ia, i 51, . . . ,L, from the first wall. The
above definition neglects the direct effect of the surface fi
on the profile in the linear-response layers near surfa
Thus,D describes the nonuniformity of the central, core p
of the slit, which is not responding linearly to the weak su
face fieldh1. The parameterD is zero for profiles that are fla
in the center of the film and takes a large value for the o
that are highly nonuniform. We calculatedD for m(z) pre-
sented in Fig. 2 and other profiles corresponding tox55 at
different values ofh taking the amplitudeAh1

'0.9091 in the

d52 Ising model@20#. D as a function of the bulk field for
x55, is shown in Fig. 3 together withf solv(h). For h near
the minimum of the solvation forcehmin , the functionD(h)
exhibits a rapid increase and we find that the inflection po
of D(h) is located nearhmin .

The solvation force is closely related to the adsorptionG t ,
which for the Ising film, is defined as follows:

FIG. 3. ParameterD ~dimensionless! describing nonuniformity
of the magnetization profiles plotted together with the solvat
force f solv ~in units ofJ) as functions of the bulk magnetic field~in
units of J). Both quantities were calculated for thed52 Ising film
of the widthL5100 atT5Tc and the fixed value of surface field
h15hL such thatx5Lh1

n/D155.
3-4
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CROSSOVER BETWEEN ORDINARY AND NORMAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 026123
G t[(
1

L

@m~z!2mb#, ~11!

wheremb is the bulk magnetization atT,h. Thermodynamics
implies that at a fixed value of the surface field@19#

S ] f solv

]h D
T,L

5S ]G t

]L D
T,h

. ~12!

Therefore, the extremum of the solvation force as a funct
of the bulk field at fixedT,L is associated with the extremum
of the adsorption as a function of the width of a filmL at
fixed T,h. Our results agree reasonably well with the abo
predictions.

In Fig. 4 we plot the adsorptionG[G t1Lmb as a func-
tion of h for different surface fields. Forx50, G(h) is an
odd ~antisymmetric! function. Ash1 increases the adsorptio
grows and its zero moves towardsh,0.

C. Longitudinal correlation length

It is instructive to see how the crossover from nonadso
ing to strongly adsorbing walls influences the behavior of
longitudinal spin-spin correlation lengthj i of a finite system.
If we take the transfer matrix in the infinite dimension the

j i
21~t,h;L,h1!52 ln@L1 /L0#. ~13!

HereL0 andL1 are the largest and the second largest eig
values of the transfer matrix. Near bulk criticality,j i

21 obeys
scaling~ignoring metric factors!:

Lj i
21~t,h;L,h1!'K~L1/nt,y,x! ~14!

with the appropriate universal scaling functionK(L1/nt,y,x).
In Fig. 5 we present the scaling functionK(0,y,x) calcu-

lated for the same values ofx as the scaling function of the
solvation force shown in Fig. 1. FunctionsK(0,y,0) and
K(0,y,20 000), corresponding to ordinary and normal fix

FIG. 4. AdsorptionG as a function of the bulk magnetic fiel
calculated for thed52 Ising film of the widthL5100 atT5Tc and
several fixed values of surface fieldsh15hL such thatx5Lh1

n/D1

55. G is dimensionless,h is in units ofJ.
02612
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points, respectively, were obtained in Ref.@8#. K(0,y,0) is an
even~symmetric! function with the largest value of the cor
relation length located aty50 ~critical point!. From the plot
it is seen how the asymmetry of the scaling function builds
whenh1 becomes nonzero. Asx increases, the minimum o
K(0,y,x) ~maximumj i) for fixed x, shifts to negative values
of y and the value of the scaling function increases for
values of y including the minimum (j i decreases!. This
means that in the presence of surface fields the longitud
correlation length becomes smaller than in the case of
boundaries, i.e., adsorbing walls suppress fluctuations.
minima ofK(0,y,x) at fixedx lies close to the maxima of the
nonuniformity parameterD(h), thus, they are associate
with highly inhomogeous profiles.j i(h) for h around its
maximum is much larger than the corresponding bulk ‘‘ma
netic’’ correlation lengthl h due to a presence of broad inte
faces between thin layers of a liquidlike phase near the w
and a gaslike phase in the middle of the film. Aroundy50,
all curves are nearly constant, which reflects the finite-s
effectsj i;L. L/j i becomes a linear function ofy for suffi-
ciently largeuyu with the same slope for all studiedx.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present paper completes the study ofd52 Ising films
at T5Tc in the whole range of the bulkh and surfaceh1
external fields. With the help of the DMRG method, we ha
obtained very accurate results. The structure, as describe
magnetization profiles, the adsorption and the longitudi
correlation length, as well as mechanical properties, i.e.,
solvation force, and all the corresponding scaling functio
are given. The scaling functions we present are the o
available universal quantities for the whole crossover reg
0,h1,` on the critical isothermhÞ0 for the Ising univer-
sality class ind52.

The behavior of the structure and the solvation force
the crossover region is very rich, which is of relevance

FIG. 5. Scaling functionsK(0,y,x) of the inverse of the longi-
tudinal spin-spin correlation length of finite systemj i , calculated
for the same systems as in Fig. 1. Symbols corresponding to di
ent x are the same as in these figures. Scaling function and sca
variables are dimensionless.
3-5
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A. MACIOŁEK, A. DRZEWIŃSKI, AND A. CIACH PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 026123
experiments. Competition between the surface and the
fields, favoring the positive or the negative magnetizati
respectively, leads to highly nonuniform OP profiles asso
ated with the largest longitudinal correlation length and
most attractive solvation force. The peculiar behavior off solv
at bulk criticality, i.e., a deep minimum of the scaling fun
tion F(0,0,x) nearL; l 1, results from its global properties
The surface field corresponding tol 1'L is a border value for
qualitatively different shapes off solv(h), with two minima
below and the one minimum above this value.

For temperatures slightly above and below the criti
temperature, we expect similar behavior. In fact, magnet
tion profiles with two maxima near the walls, characteris
for weak surface fields, were found in the Monte Carlo sim
lations of thed52 Ising film of the widthL524, h150.25,
andT/Tc50.95@21#. This paper was devoted to the study
the shift of phase boundary due to boundary fields in Is
systems with identical walls and the authors did not conn
the somewhat surprising shapes of the obtained profiles
the ~weak! value of the surface field.

What is the relation between our results and experime
So far there is no systematic experimental study of the c
cal adsorption and the near-critical solvation force as a fu
tion of bulk and surface fields in confined systems. Expe
mental studies of the critical adsorption in fluids conce
primarily the universal behavior in the limit of strong adsor
tion h1→` and have been performed in the semi-infin
geometry, such as, for example, binary liquid mixtures
sorbed at a single solid substrate or more usually at a fl
interface@22#. The strong adsorption limit was also studie
in a confined geometry. These experiments have been
formed for pure fluids and employed adsorbents with a la
surface area, such as finely divided~colloidal! graphite or a
porous glass@23#. Colloidal particles or mesopores exe
confining effects on the near-critical fluids and our resu
might be of relevance for such systems. In fluid experime
h;m2mc(T), wheremc(T) is the critical chemical poten
tial, and this is determined by the density of a fluid in t
reservoir. Our findings imply that a slight change in the de
sity of the reservoir can lead to pronounced deviation fr
the universal behavior, a rapid change in the adsorption,
the increase of the strength of the solvation force, which m
lead to an agglomeration of the colloidal particles. Theref
the measurements near bulk criticality of a fluid requi
K
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high precision, not only in the temperature. Moreover, o
results indicate a qualitatively different behavior forh1h
.0 and h1h,0. For fluids confined between adsorbin
walls, it means a different behavior on the liquid and on t
gas side of the coexistence line, even very close tomc . On a
gas side the deviations from the behavior corresponding
the bulk phase coexistencem5mc , is much stronger than on
the liquid side. Thus, in experimental studies focusing
critical systems,h50(m5mc), it is essential to chooseh
→0, such thath1h.0.

Precise determination of the strength of the surface fi
h1 for a particular fluid-adsorbent system, is difficult. Henc
there are only two experimental studies of the critical adso
tion as a function ofh1 reported in the literature. Both con
cern binary liquid mixtures adsorbed at asingle surface. In
the pioneering work@24# the adsorbing solid surface ha
been chemically modified during the experiment thus cha
ing with time its preference from one component to anoth
In the most recent work a homologous series of critical m
tures were absorbed at the liquid vapor interface@25#. During
the experiment, one of the components has been varied
increasing the chain length so that its surface energy prog
sively increases and the preference in the adsorption cha
from the one component to the other.h1 was related to the
surface energy difference between two components. B
ways of changing the strength of the surface field could
used for studying the confined systems.

Quantitatively, our results are relevant ford52 systems,
such as monolayers adsorbed at a substrate, or fluids
fined in slits very narrow in the third dimension. In this ca
h is related to the interactions with the substrate. Ind53 we
expect qualitatively similar behavior, since the physical ph
nomena, such as the proximity of capillary condensation
the competition between length scales associated withh1 , h,
andL are not restricted to two dimensions. Finally, we no
that chosing a fluid with desired adsorption properties, and
changing a density of this fluid near bulk criticality, provid
a mechanism for tuning the effective interactions betwe
large colloidal particles immersed in this fluid.
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